**Agamograph Template #1**

---PRINT ON CARDSTOCK---

**To Make:**
1. Draw a design in each of the “A” rows. Try to use repeating colors and patterns and utilize the tick marks to help plan your design.
2. Repeat step 1 with the “B” rows.
3. Cut along bold line.
4. Fold along the light lines in an accordion shape.

**To View:**
Place the agamograph on a flat surface and move your head from side to side while looking at it. Watch how the image you see changes based on your viewing angle.

Alternatively place the Agamograph on the table in front of you with the folds parallel to the table edge. Now flip the Agamograph and watch as the second design appears.
Agamograph Template #2

PICTURE TEMPLATES

-PRINT ON PAPER-

To Make:
1. Draw two different pictures, one in PICTURE TEMPLATE 1 and a different one in PICTURE TEMPLATE 2.
2. Cut out PICTURE TEMPLATES and BASE TEMPLATE along bold lines.
3. Cut PICTURE TEMPLATES into strips along dashed lines.
4. Fold BASE TEMPLATE along the light lines in an accordion shape.
5. Glue PICTURE TEMPLATE strips to the BASE TEMPLATE, matching the numbers and letters on the bottom of the strips to the corresponding letters and numbers on the base.
6. Re-crease the base as necessary once the picture strips are dry.

PICTURE TEMPLATE 1

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

PICTURE TEMPLATE 2
Agamograph Template #2

BASE TEMPLATE

-PRINT ON CARDSTOCK-

To View:
Place the Agamograph on a flat surface and move your head from side to side while looking at it. Watch how the image you see changes based on your viewing angle.

Alternatively place the Agamograph on the table in front of you with the folds parallel to the table edge. Now flip the Agamograph and watch as the second design appears.